COMMITTEE FOR PURCHASE FROM PEOPLE WHO ARE BLIND OR SEVERELY DISABLED

Procurement List; Deletions

AGENCY: Committee for Purchase From People Who Are Blind or Severely Disabled.

ACTION: Proposed deletion from the Procurement List.

SUMMARY: The Committee is proposing to delete a product from the Procurement List that was furnished by a nonprofit agency employing persons who are blind or have other severe disabilities.

DATES: Comments must be received on or before: February 16, 2020.

ADDRESSES: Committee for Purchase From People Who Are Blind or Severely Disabled, 1401 S Clark Street, Suite 715, Arlington, Virginia 22202–4149.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Michael R. Jurkowski, Telephone: (703) 603–2117, Fax: (703) 603–0655, or email CMTEFedReg@AbilityOne.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This notice is published pursuant to 41 U.S.C. 8503(a)(2) and 41 CFR 51–2.3. Its purpose is to provide interested persons an opportunity to submit comments on the proposed actions.

Deletions

The following product is proposed for deletion from the Procurement List:

Product
NSN—Product Name:
3990CAC9A243—Pallet, Demo, Sideboard, 30” x 44”

Mandatory Source of Supply: Bona Vista Programs, Inc., Kokomo, IN
Contracting Activity: W39Z STK REC ACCT–CRANE AAP, CRANE, IN

Patricia Briscoe,
Deputy Director, Business Operations (Pricing and Information Management).

End of Certification

Accordingly, the following products and services are deleted from the Procurement List:

Products
NSN(s)—Product Name(s):
MR 11052—Grocery Shopping Tote Bag, Laminated, Spring, Yellow, Small
Mandatory Source of Supply: Industries for the Blind and Visually Impaired, Inc., West Allis, WI
Contracting Activity: Military Resale-Defense Commissary Agency

NSN(s)—Product Name(s):
6515–00–481–2049—Bag, Gravity Enteral Feeding
6530–00–761–0932—Urine Collection Bag, 32 oz Capacity
6530–00–761–0936—Urine Collection Bag, 26 oz Capacity
6530–00–NSH–0028—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Large, 32 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0029—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Medium, 26 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0030—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Moleskin Backing, Large, 32 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0031—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Inlet Extension, Large, 32 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0032—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Drain Extension, Large, 32 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0033—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Moleskin Backing, Inlet Extension, Large, 32 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0034—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Moleskin, Drain Extension, Large, 32 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0035—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Inlet and Drain Extension, Large, 32 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0036—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Moleskin, Inlet and Drain Extension, Large, 32 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0037—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Moleskin, Medium, 26 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0038—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Inlet Extension, Medium, 26 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0039—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Drain Extension, Medium, 26 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0040—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Moleskin, Inlet Extension, Medium, 26 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0041—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Moleskin, Drain Extension, Medium, 26 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0042—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Inlet and Drain Extension, Medium, 26 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0043—Bag, Urine Collection, Enhanced, Moleskin, Inlet and Drain Extension, Medium, 26 oz.
6530–00–NSH–0044—Fecal Incontinence Collection Bag, Clear Plastic, Small, 10 oz.
Mandatory Source of Supply: Work, Incorporated, Dorchester, MA

Regulatory Flexibility Act Certification

I certify that the following action will not have a significant impact on a substantial number of small entities. The major factors considered for this certification were:

1. The action will not result in additional reporting, recordkeeping or other compliance requirements for small entities.
2. The action may result in authorizing small entities to furnish the products and services to the Government.
3. There are no known regulatory alternatives which would accomplish the objectives of the Javits-Wagner-O’Day Act (41 U.S.C. 8501–8506) in connection with the products and services deleted from the Procurement List.

For further information or to submit comments on the proposed deletions from the Procurement List:

CMTEFedReg@AbilityOne.gov.